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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY 

 
The unique Hinton St Mary mosaic, on display in The British Museum since 1965, consists of an 8m 
by 5m high-status tessellated floor for a large bipartite rectangular room, of which the main part 
includes a central roundel showing a man wearing a tunic and cloak in front of the Christogram (Chi-
Rho).1 Scholars have suggested the figure is one of the earliest representations of Jesus Christ from 
the ancient world, and probably the first to be found on a mosaic. It is one of the icons of Roman 
Britain and has an important story to tell about the earliest Christian communities in the British Isles. 
Previous excavations in the 1960s and later geophysical surveys suggested the mosaic belonged to a 
much larger complex of buildings described as a Romano-British ‘courtyard villa’, perhaps home to a 
wealthy Christian family. 
 
This archaeological excavation is part of a wider collaborative project, the goal of which is the long-
term loan of the mosaic by The British Museum for re-display in Dorset. The excavation is a research, 
education and conservation project, designed to generate new evidence with which the historical 
and religious significance of the mosaic can be better explained to the public. It followed the 
successful completion of an archaeological evaluation in 2021 that highlighted how little is actually 
known about the mosaic, or Hinton St Mary in the Roman period. 
 
Three trenches were excavated in June and July 2022 at Hinton St Mary and all of the project’s aims 
and objectives were successfully achieved. 
 
The excavation revealed that: 

• the room with the Chi-Rho mosaic was probably not connected to other rooms, or buildings, 
on its SW and SE sides; 

• the SE corner of the room with the Chi-Rho mosaic was connected to a boundary wall, which 
separated two cobbled surfaces; 

• a long rectangular building was located some 8 m to the SW of the mosaic room. It was c. 34 
m long, with a portico or corridor facing out onto a cobbled area. A mosaic covered the 
northern end room’s floor, while the next room was provided with a hard mortar floor; 

• there was no occupation at the site before c. 300 and the evidence suggests the Roman 
buildings were constructed and occupied from c. 330-340. 

• occupation seems to have continued until at least the end of the fourth century. 
 
Project Partners and Acknowledgements 
 
The excavation is a partnership project involving The British Museum, Vianova Archaeology & 
Heritage Services and Albion Archaeology. The fieldwork was directed by Dr Peter Guest (VAHS), Mike 
Luke (AA) and Dr Richard Hobbs (BM), who would like to thank Katie Scorgie, the owner of The Forge, 
for permission to undertake the excavation. We are very grateful for the generous support received 
from Mr and Mrs Pitt Rivers and the Hinton St Mary Estate, as well as the Hinton St Mary Village Hall 
Committee, without which this archaeological project would not have been possible. The fieldwork 
was funded by The British Museum, Cardiff University, the Roman Research Trust, and Dr Mike Watts 
and Jolanda Watts, to whom we also express our thanks. 

 
1 The mosaic belongs to The British Museum (reg. no. 1965,0409.1). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
This Interim Report summarises the main findings of the 2022 excavation. In light of these results, 
the British Museum proposes a second season of archaeological excavation at Hinton St Mary 
(provisionally scheduled for 2023), and it has been agreed with HE that the full post-excavation 
programme, leading to a formal Assessment Report for the completed excavation project, will 
commence after the second season is completed. 
 
The site is a Scheduled Monument (No: DO 711) and Scheduled Monument Consent to carry out the 
evaluation excavation was granted by HE in advance of the excavation (HE ref: S00242697). The 
excavation took place over four weeks from 12 June 2022 to 8 July 2022. A monitoring meeting was 
held at the site on 6 July, attended by Sasha Chapman (HE), Peter Guest, Richard Hobbs and Jill Cook. 
Sasha Chapman subsequently confirmed that the excavation had complied with the conditions set 
out in the Scheduled Monument Consent (email 15 July). 
 
1.1 SITE LOCATION 
 
The village and parish of Hinton St Mary is situated in in the Blackmore Vale in north Dorset (centred 
on NGR ST 786162), 1.6 km north of Sturminster Newton (see FIG. 1). It is sited on a low Corallian 
limestone ridge overlooking the River Stour to the west. 
 

 

Figure 1 Location of Hinton St Mary 
 
The site belongs to the adjacent property known as The Forge and is in use as grazing and as a garden. 
It is a Scheduled Monument and the field is enclosed with walls, hedges and farm buildings. The SM 
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covers an area of approx. 0.6 ha., including part of the property’s garden, the ‘yard’ area and 
outbuildings, as well as some 75% of the field beyond (FIG. 2). The SM was first listed on 20 January 
1964 after the mosaic’s discovery, but before exploratory excavations conducted by The British 
Museum later that year. 
 
At least one of the outbuildings was erected within the SM after scheduling (date unknown but prior 
to the current occupant’s purchase of the property), and without knowledge of the authorities at the 
time. It is situated immediately adjacent to the mosaic and no archaeological work was undertaken 
prior to its erection. The location of the mosaic itself, lifted in 1965, was marked by a large hole filled 
to an unknown depth with rubbish of uncertain origin and overgrown with nettles and brambles. 
 

 

Figure 2 Scheduled Area at Hinton St Mary 
© Crown Copyright. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100024900. 

© British Crown and SeaZone Solutions Limited 2019. All rights reserved. Licence number 102006.006. 

 

1.2  PROJECT AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
 

The purpose of the excavation was to establish the extent and nature of the underlying 
archaeological remains at Hinton St Mary, and to begin to answer some of the questions regarding 
the context of the famous mosaic and the building complex to which it belonged. 
 
The improved setting and condition of the SM are other important outcomes of the excavation 
(beneficial for the management of the archaeological resource by the landowner, Historic England 
and Dorset Council’s Historic Environment Team). 
 
The excavation was a conservation, research and education project, with 3 main elements: 

1) research and interpretation; 
2) training and public engagement; 
3) management of the SM. 
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The Aim of the excavation was to contextualise the famous mosaic by improving knowledge and 
understanding of the Roman remains at Hinton St Mary.  
 
The Objectives of the excavation were to: 

• recover information that will enhance the current state of knowledge of the:  
o nature and function of buildings and other Roman-period structures; 
o date of the buildings’ / structures’ construction, use and abandonment; 
o local environment in the Roman period. 

• review the significance of the archaeological remains included in the SM; 

• review the setting of the SM, currently impacted negatively by, what appears to have been, 
an illegally erected outbuilding, as well as a large rubbish-filled hole. 

• train undergraduate archaeologists in practical skills and offer opportunities for volunteers 
and schoolchildren to take part in, and learn from, the archaeological fieldwork; 

 
1.3 ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

1.3.1 Discovery and initial excavation, 1963 

 

The first evidence of substantial archaeological remains at this site in Hinton St Mary appeared in 
1963. An apprentice blacksmith, Les Card, had been tasked with digging some foundations for a lean-
to, intended to be constructed to the rear of a blacksmith’s forge. The labourer came down onto a 
tessellated floor and after the blacksmith, Mr Walter John White, had called in a local school teacher 
(Mr P. Moody) to assess the remains, it soon became apparent that a substantial mosaic floor was 
preserved in situ a few feet below the ground surface. The mosaic was revealed by staff from 
Dorchester Museum with the help of local school children (FIG. 3), when it was drawn and recorded 
by David Neal of the Ministry of Public Building and Works. 
 

 

Figure 3 Photograph of the 1963 excavation with David Neal drawing the mosaic, watched by 
local schoolchildren (courtesy of Pat Moody) 
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1.3.2 Exploratory excavations, 1964 

 
This was followed by further limited archaeological work in April 1964, conducted by British Museum 
curator Kenneth Painter (Painter 1965; Painter 1967). Consisting of some 18 narrow trenches of 
various lengths around the field where the mosaic had been found (FIG. 4), these excavations 
suggested the mosaic floor had originally furnished a room in an apparently substantial building 
complex that appeared to have flourished in the fourth century, but which had been badly damaged 
by stone-robbing and ploughing. 
 
Painter was expecting the building complex to be similar to the plan of a typical late Roman 
‘courtyard’ villa and his excavation duly identified three ranges of rooms or wings around a central 
courtyard, while the fourth side was either open or closed by a boundary ditch and wall of some kind. 
Trenches over the tessellated room as well as in their immediate vicinity, however, uncovered the 
mosaics but did not prove that this room was part of a long range (Area 2), while evidence for a side 
wing was found only on the north-western side, consisting of a long stone building approximately 
10m wide with more simple mosaic floors (Area 1). The corresponding wing to the southeast is less 
certain and Painter was not sure if a building had stood here (Area 3). Instead of a building, a wide 
ditch and a drystone wall seem to have closed off the southwestern side of the complex (Area 4), 
though the date of these features and their relationship with buildings up the field were all unknown. 
The coins from the site were mainly from the period 270-400 and the absence of samian pottery 
supported a late date for the latest occupation. 
 

 

Figure 4 Painter’s 1964 excavation trenches and putative Roman walls 
(adapted from Payne 1996) 
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Painter summarised the problems with the state of knowledge after his excavations at Hinton St Mary 
thus (Painter 1967: 23-4): 
 

• The general extent of the archaeological remains is known, but their layout is not (FIG. 5). 

• Were the rooms with mosaic floors connected to other rooms to form a longer building? 

• Did the rooms with mosaics floors serve as a triclinium in a Romano-British villa? 

• Was the Hinton St Mary building a religious rather than a domestic or agricultural structure? 

• Was the site occupied before the late-third century and for how long was it inhabited or used? 

• What were the circumstances of the site’s abandonment? 
 

 

Figure 5  Painter’s putative reconstruction of the villa’s ground plan. 

 
1.3.3 Lifting the mosaic, 1965 
 
Such was the importance of the mosaic that a decision was taken by the British Museum to purchase 
it, lift it in its entirety and move it to the museum for display (the only other option would have been 
re-burial). Painter returned to Hinton St Mary in 1965 and the mosaic was carefully cut into sections 
by a private company, Art Pavements & Decorations Ltd, and removed to London (Painter 1967). The 
study of the mosaic and the mortar bedding suggested the floor had been prefabricated and laid in 
panels on site, and there is more that could be gleaned from this material (kept in the British 
Museum’s stores). Although the British Museum planned a further season of investigation in 1967, 
and again in 1973, these plans never came to fruition. 
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1.3.4 The mosaic 
 
The mosaic from Hinton St Mary is one of the most celebrated and iconic survivals from Roman 
Britain (FIG. 6). Likely laid in the fourth century AD, it is part of the Durnovarian Group of mosaics, all 
believed to have been products of a group of mosaicists working in and around Durnovaria 
(Dorchester). The central roundel features the bust of a man wearing a tunic and cloak with a Chi-
Rho symbol behind his head, flanked by pomegranates, a symbol of eternal life. Busts of men with 
red cloaks occupy quarter-circles in the four corners – two with pomegranates and two with rosettes 
by their heads – who might represent the pagan Four Seasons or Winds. In the interspaces between 
are hunt scenes showing hounds chasing deer, or in one case a tree with many branches. The second 
smaller section, separated from the main part by a threshold mosaic of relatively simple geometric 
design, contains a further figurative roundel depicting Bellerophon slaying the Chimaera. Further 
scenes of hounds chasing deer flank this central scene in large rectangular panels. The mosaic, which 
measures 8m by 5m, was on permanent display at the British Museum from 1965 until 1997, after 
which only as the central roundel has been on display, with the rest in storage since the Great Court 
project in 2000. 
 
Much discussion surrounds the interpretation of this mosaic. Not surprisingly, most of the focus of 
this debate has been on the identity of the central figure in the roundel (FIG. 7). Most scholars have 
concluded that it probably represents Jesus Christ, but this is by no means certain as it raises a 
number of difficult questions. If it is Christ, then why is the rest of the mosaic so ‘non-Christian’ in its 
choice of subject matter (even if the Bellerophon scene might represent the triumph of good over 
evil)? Perhaps more puzzling is the placement of Christ on the floor – was this appropriate if it would 
have been possible to walk over Christ’s head? Given that the Chi-Rho symbol was also used as a 
symbol of good fortune at the time, might the bust rather represent someone else, perhaps a 
Christianised Roman emperor, since emperors such as Constantine and Magnentius have such strong 
associations with the symbol? 
 

    

Figure 6   The Hinton St Mary mosaic 
© The Trustees of the British Museum 

Figure 7  The central roundel 
© The Trustees of the British Museum 
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It is also unclear what the function of the room would have been, which is one of the main reasons 
why further investigation of the site is so necessary. Many have noted the similarity between this 
mosaic and the mosaic at Frampton, also a product of the Durnovarian Group. At Frampton there is 
a very similar bipartite room, but this is flanked by an apsed mosaic, the threshold to which bears the 
only other example of a Chi-Rho symbol to have been discovered on a mosaic from Britain (the 
Frampton mosaic also has a Bellerophon and Chimaera scene in the smaller part of its bipartite 
room). The apsed room would be appropriate for a stibadium, the curved dining couch favoured in 
the late Roman period, meaning that the whole complex would have been used for dining. But others 
have suggested a Christian chapel, which seems plausible given the positioning of the Chi-Rho symbol 
at the threshold to the area which presumably contained the altar. Limited excavations at both 
Hinton St Mary and Frampton, however, have hampered efforts to put these unusual mosaics into 
their appropriate archaeological and historical contexts, which this project aims to address for one 
of these nationally important sites. 
 
1.3.5 Geophysical surveys, 1996 
 
Magnetometer and resistivity surveys were conducted by English Heritage (now HE) in 1996. These 
suggested that most of the scheduled area contains detectable archaeological remains, particularly 
walls and ditches, and that further archaeological activity extends beyond the scheduled area to the 
south-west (FIGS 8 and 9). 
 
Although interpretation of the geophysical evidence was complicated by the interrupted coverage, 
particularly the presence of widespread contamination from modern activities in the northern part 
of the scheduled area, the resistivity survey supported the layout of Roman walls and buildings as 
proposed after the earlier BM excavations. 

 

  

Figure 8   Geophysical survey results: L) resistivity  R) magnetometry (© Historic England) 
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Figure 9   Geophysical survey interpretation: L) resistivity  R) magnetometry (© Historic England) 
 
There appeared to be at least three separate ranges of stone buildings aligned roughly parallel with 
one another on a north-east to south-west axis (A-C). South of, and at a right angle to, the main 
concentration of buildings, a further possible wall or double walled feature (E) was located, which 
might coincide with a ditched and walled boundary identified during the excavation (and the possible 
ditch - n - located by the magnetometer survey). Another ditch feature (F) runs alongside and follows 
the same alignment as the north-east side of building A, where it has also been detected as a 
magnetic anomaly (m). Within building (A), several areas of higher resistance (G) strongly suggest the 
preservation of floor layers (perhaps further mosaic pavements), or deposits of collapsed building 
materials (the excavation trench on the edge of (G) recorded a building 34 feet (10.3m) wide 
containing a geometric pattern mosaic with partially robbed out walls and, apparently, a tessellated 
corridor on its south-east side). 
 
1.3.6 Evaluation excavations, 2021 
 
Six trenches were excavated in August and September 2021 at Hinton St Mary to evaluate the 
condition of the archaeological remains of the late Roman ‘villa’, and to provide information in 
advance of a possible larger-scale research project. This was the first time since 1965 that invasive 
archaeological fieldwork had been undertaken at the site (FIG. 10). 
 
All of the project’s Aims and Objectives were successfully achieved and a formal Assessment Report 
for the 2021 evaluation season has been completed (Guest, P., Hobbs, R. and Luke, M. 2021). The 
conditions of Scheduled Monument Consent for the evaluation have been met and the project has 
been signed off as completed (HE Ref: S00241385). The excavation archive (physical and digital) have 
been transferred to The British Museum. The OASIS ID number for the 2021 archaeological evaluation 
is: barbican1-503200. 
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Figure 10 Location of 2021 evaluation trenches (red) and the 1964 exploratory 
trenches (yellow) at Hinton St Mary (resistivity data © Historic England) 

 
The evaluation revealed that: 

• the room containing the mosaic floor was connected to a wall that extended to the SE. It is 
not certain if this was a boundary wall or the external wall of a building; 

• the buildings identified by previous geophysical surveys elsewhere in the scheduled area were 
Romano-British, but were more likely to have had agricultural functions; 

• there is very little evidence for occupation at the site prior to 300; 

• the site seems to have been occupied until the end of the 4th or the early 5th centuries; 

• post-Roman activity in the trenches was limited to a substantial stone-built post-medieval 
field drain, robbing of stone from Roman walls, and other relatively recent drainage features 
(the adjacent property, The Forge, was built at the end of the 19th century);  

• in general, the latest archaeological deposits survive well beneath the modern ground 
surface. 
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1.4 METHODOLOGY 
 

The methodology devised for the excavation was described in the Written Scheme of Investigation 
(Guest 2022) and is only summarised below. 
 
1.4.1 Excavation trenches 
 
The locations of the 3 trenches were informed by the results of 2021’s archaeological evaluation, as 
well as the 1964 excavation and 1996 geophysical surveys, and were agreed with the land owner and 
HE (Fig. 11). The objectives in these trenches were to recover information to contextualise the 
famous mosaic by improving knowledge and understanding of the Roman remains at Hinton St Mary, 
as well to review the significance of the archaeological remains included in the SM . 
 

 

Figure 11 2022 trench location plan 
 

Trench 1 (7m x 3m):  investigate the damage caused to any underlying archaeological remains 
when the unsupervised construction of the outbuilding was undertaken between 1965 and c. 
1990. The outbuilding is located immediately west and southwest of where the Chi-Rho mosaic 
was discovered and lies at the heart of the SM. Although this is a relatively superficial structure, 
its floor appears to have been dug into the ground and it could have irreparably damaged 
significant archaeological deposits. The floor is currently covered with animal dung, which seems 
to be at least 0.25-0.35m thick (the same depth as the topsoil and subsoil in this part of the field); 
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Trench 2 (10m x 10m): investigate the area explored by the 1964 ‘cross-trench’, which uncovered 
evidence for a mosaic floor with a geometric pattern (suspected at the time to be part of a long 
building with a corridor). This trench will verify if this was indeed part of a long building and 
whether or not it was physically joined to the mosaic building. One of the primary objectives of 
this trench is to identify the extent of the building and, in the event that walls lie outside the limits 
of the trench, short extensions will be excavated to locate them; 

 
Trench  3 (10m x 3.5m): investigate the long wall discovered in 2021, to see if it was a boundary 
or part of a building. Intentionally positioned to explore the area on either side of the wall. 

 
The fieldwork took place between 12 June and 8 July 2022. The field team consisted of a core staff of 
8 (directors and supervisors), 1 experienced metal detectorist, 9 student archaeologists from Cardiff 
University and 11 volunteers. 
 
1.4.2 Site records 
 
The trenches were excavated and recorded according to current best practice for university training 
excavations. Students were supervised at all times by professional archaeologists and the directors 
and supervisors were responsible for on-site and finds recording, adhering at all times to the 
following documents: 

• CIfA: Charter and by-law; Code of conduct (2014) 

• CIfA: Standard and guidance for the collection, documentation, conservation and research of 
archaeological materials (2014) 

• Historic England: Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment: The MoRPHE 
Project Managers’ Guide (2015) 

o Historic England, MoRPHE (Management of Research Projects in the Historic 
Environment) Project Planning Note 3: Archaeological Excavation (2008) 

• Historic England: Environmental Archaeology: A guide to the theory and practice of methods, 
from sampling and recovery to post-excavation, (2nd edn, 2011) 

• Historic England: Animal Bones and Archaeology. Recovery to archive (Baker and Worley, 
2019) 

• First Aid for Finds: Practical Guide for Archaeologists (Watkinson and Neal, 3rd edn, 1998) 

• Toolkit for Finds Recording 

• Toolkit for Specialist Reporting 

• Toolkit for Managing Digital Data (Dig Digital online resource) 

• Toolkit for Selecting Archaeological Archives 
 
The evaluation produced 95 Registered Artefacts and 87 kg of Bulk Finds, generating 160 context 
records, 23 plans and sections, and 252 digital photographs. 
 
1.4.3 Post-excavation 
 
The post-excavation stage of the project began while the excavation was running, following HE’s 
‘Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment (MoRPHE) Project Managers’ Guide’ 
(2015). The post-excavation tasks completed to date include: 

• Cleaning, sorting and packaging of all Registered Artefact and Bulk Find assemblages; 

• Digitisation of context records and preparation of trench summaries; 

https://www.archaeologists.net/reporting-toolkit
https://www.archaeologists.net/selection-toolkit
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• Digitisation of plans and sections;. 
 
The full post-excavation programme will commence following completion of the planned second 
excavation season at Hinton St Mary. This will include: 

• Assessments of complete Registered Artefact assemblages; 

• Assessments of the complete pottery, human remains, animal bone and other Bulk Finds 
assemblages; 

• Preparation of the physical and digital Archives 

• Preparation of a formal Assessment Report. 

1.5 OUTREACH & PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 

 
Public engagement is an integral part of this project. In addition to providing important new 
information for the planned redisplay of the mosaic, the excavation delivered additional public 
benefits, including: 
 

• Two open afternoons for the public to see the excavation, which attracted over 300 visitors; 

• Webpages describing Roman Hinton St Mary and the results of the recent archaeological work 
(www.vianovaarchaeology.com/hinton-st-mary/).  

• 33 pupils from Yewstock School in Sturminster, a day community school for children from 
Dorset with profound and multiple learning difficulties, came to take part in the excavation. 

 
It is important that the project benefits the local communities in Hinton St Mary and Sturminster 
Newton, as well as the wider county. The excavation was a valuable opportunity for university 
archaeology students and volunteers at the start of their archaeological careers to participate in a 
research excavation and develop the skills of the field archaeologist. Such opportunities are 
becoming increasingly rare and there are many benefits of visiting or working on an archaeological 
excavation, particularly for students and young people. 
  

file:///C:/Users/Peter/Documents/Projects/Fieldwork/Hinton%20St%20Mary/1)%20BM%20research%20projects/Research%20excavations/WSI%20&%20SMC/www.vianovaarchaeology.com/hinton-st-mary/
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2. EXCAVATION SUMMARY 
 
2.1 TRENCH 1 
 

2.1.1 Overview 
 

Trench 1 was located immediately SW of the Chi-Rho mosaic, inside the corrugated outbuilding 
previously used as an animal shed. It measured 3.5 m by 3.0 m and was positioned to investigate if 
the room with the mosaic was physically connected to the adjacent building with the mosaic floor 
located by Painter in 1964, or another structure of some kind (perhaps a corridor into the 
‘antechamber’). The trench was also intended to examine if the modern outbuilding’s construction 
(undertaken between 1965 and c. 1990) had damaged the underlying archaeological remains. 

 
2.1.2 Roman-period activity 
 

Natural clay (1012) was located at the base of the trench, sealed by a more mixed clay layer (1007) 
that probably represents the original ground surface.  
 
One edge of a NW-SE oriented cut [1013], steep-sided but shallow and dug from the level of (1007), 
was located on the W side of the trench. This feature continued beyond the trench and it is possible 
that it was the edge of a terrace cutting into the natural slope to create a more level platform for the 
upper part of the separate building excavated in Trench 2. The cut was filled with a variety of sandy 
clay layers – (1010), (1013), (1019) – that contained large quantities of small and medium-sized 
stones, as well as oyster shells (many complete), quantities of pottery and up to 23 coins (possibly 
part of a dispersed hoard). 
 

 

Figure 12 Trench 1. Edge of cut [1013] from SE 
 
An area of large stones (1014) on the NE side of the trench continued beyond the trench edge 
towards the mosaic building. These stones appear to have been placed within a cut [1017] and 
correspond with a stony deposit at this depth recorded in a small 1964 trench located in this area. 
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The function of the stones is uncertain, but it is likely that they were associated with the mosaic 
building in some way (it is also possible that they were from an earlier phase of building). 
 
2.1.3 Post-Roman activity 
 

A firm stony layer (1006/1016) extended over the entire area of the trench, sealing the underlying 
archaeological deposits (very similar to other layers found across the site).  
 
The SW edge of the small test pit excavated in 1964 was located very close to the NE edge of Trench 
1 [1009]. A layer of plastic sheeting was found on the bottom of the cut, similar to the sheeting found 
in the evaluation Trench 1 excavated in 2021, which intersected the 1963/5 trench over the mosaic. 
 
The latest deposits in Trench 1 post-date the 1960s trenches and are associated with the levelling of 
the ground prior to the construction of the corrugated animal shed (1002 / 1003 / 1004 / 1005). A 
thick deposit of recent animal dung (1001) sealed the trench. 
 
2.2 TRENCH 2 
 

2.2.1 Overview 
 

Trench 2 measured 10 m by 10 m and was located immediately SW of the modern corrugated 
outbuildings. It was positioned to investigate the area explored by the 1964 ‘cross-trench’, which 
uncovered evidence for a tessellated floor with a geometric pattern (suspected at the time to be part 
of a long rectangular building with a corridor that was physically connected to the mosaic room). 
 
2.2.2 Roman building 
 

The northern end of a rectangular building was located in the trench (there was no evidence for pre-
building occupation or activity). The building was oriented NE-SW and Trench 2 included all of the 
end room and part of a second room, as well as a section across the portico or corridor attached on 
its SE side. It is likely that the original ground level had been terraced to accommodate the building 
(see Trench 1), which may have continued in stepped terraces as the land sloped downwards to the 
SW. The end room (room 1) measured 5.7 m long (NW-SE) and 4.7 m wide (NE-SW). The adjacent 
room (room 2) was also 4.7 m wide, but was not fully exposed and it is therefore not certain if it 
would have been as wide as room 1. The portico / corridor on the SE side of these rooms was only 2 
m wide.  
 
The natural clay (2045/2046/2047/2115) was located at the base of the trench, sealed by a more 
mixed clay layer (2025) that probably represents the surviving remains of the original subsoil in this 
part of the site. 
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Figure 13 Trench 2. Robber trenches and surviving wall footings of the rectangular building 
(NE at top) 

 
The building’s walls had been extensively robbed, leaving only their foundation trenches and, in some 
instances, the original footings. Foundation trenches for the end wall (E), long walls (N and S) and 
external corridor wall were located [2029/2031/2034/2110], which were all 0.7 m – 0.75 m wide 
(including for the internal wall between rooms 1 and 2 – [2028]) and at least 0.4 m deep (they all 
appeared to have been cut from the level of the original subsoil). It is possible, however, that the 
portico's outer wall was slightly narrower at 0.6 m, suggesting perhaps that this might have been a 
later addition to the building (this wall’s footings were seen at the end of the narrow trench extension 
and had been disturbed by a later ditch). Where they survived, the wall footings comprised 1 or 2 
layers of unmortared medium-sized, roughly cut limestones packed vertically, or on their edges, in 
the foundation trenches. Only part of the superstructure of the portico’s / corridor’s external wall 
remained in situ, consisting of a single surviving faced-course of roughly  dressed limestone blocks 
with a rubble core (2112). The wall’s outer face had been disturbed by a later ditch, but it was clear 
that the stones of the surviving wall were unmortared (soil mixed with small limestone pieces 
appears to have been used as bonding). 
 
A mosaic decorated the floor of room 1 (2020), whereas room 2 was provided with a hard mortar 
floor (2043). The room 1 mosaic had been badly disturbed, probably by medieval ploughing, but 
enough survived to show it originally comprised a wide white border decorated with black lines and 
triangles, around a central panel of smaller, finer, multi-coloured tesserae (a small patch of the 
central panel suggests it included guilloche bands). Unlike the Chi-Rho mosaic, there was no sign of 
a substantial mortar bedding layer and, instead, the tesserae from room 1’s floor were set into a thin 
layer of silty-sands (2026/2036). The mortar floor in room 2 (2045) seems to have been laid directly 
on top of the original subsoil and the interior of this room was lower than the mosaic floor in room 
1. Patches of plaster lying directly on top of the floors in rooms 1 and 2 suggest their walls were 
decorated with painted plaster. 
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Figure 14 Trench 2. Remains of the mosaic (2020) in room 1 
 
There was no evidence for the floor of the portico / corridor, although the make-up layer excavated 
in the trench extension was similar to that found in room 1 (2114), consisting of a thin layer of firm 
silty sand that also contained a number of loose tesserae (Painter suggested that the portico / 
corridor was also provided with a geometric mosaic floor, but it is possible that he was referring to 
the main room). 
 
Numerous thin limestone slabs were found within several of the destruction deposits in Trench 2 that 
it seems were part of the original building’s fabric (e.g., (2018) in room 1 and (2037) in room 2). It is 
possible that these were roof tiles (although none with nail holes survived), but the presence of 
several of these slabs adjacent to the external face of the building’s N long wall suggests they could 
have been from string courses in its walls. 
 
The Roman building probably faced onto an extensive open yard area to the SE (as seen in Trench 3 
of the 2021 evaluation season), while the area behind the building (to the NW) contained no 
archaeological deposits or features overlying, or cutting into, the original ground surface. 
 
2.2.3 Destruction and robbing of the Roman building 
 

Rooms 1 and 2 produced evidence for in-situ burning, probably associated with the building’s 
abandonment and destruction. The mortar floor in room 2, for instance, appears to have been 
subjected to intense heat at some stage, while several pottery sherds and other finds from Trench 2 
were burnt. 
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Figure 15 Trench 2. Remains of mortar floor (2045) in room 2 
 
Several mixed deposits that are also likely to be associated with the Roman building’s abandonment 
and destruction, were found overlying its floors and floor make-up layers. In room 1, these included 
contexts (2009 / 2017) that contained burnt material intermingled with some building debris 
(including painted plaster), while smaller patches of burnt material in room 2 (2037 / 2042) seemed 
to lie beneath more general building debris (2028 / 2033). The floor make-up layer within the corridor 
was sealed by similar material - (2106) and (2107). It is noteworthy that whereas these abandonment 
or destruction layers in room 1 produced almost no stones, large quantities of stones of various sizes 
were found in room 2 (although few of these were faced).  
 
With the exception of the portico’s / corridor’s outer wall, all of the Roman building’s walls had been 
extensively robbed, which included the removal of most of the wall footings. Although the 
relationship between the robber trenches and the destruction layers within the Roman building was 
not always clear, it is certain that the internal wall between rooms 1 and 2 was robbed after the 
mixed layers (2009) and (2028) had been deposited. 
 
It is possible that the destruction and subsequent robbing of the Roman building occurred  during 
the late Roman period, or immediately after the Roman period (samples taken for radiocarbon dating 
from the burnt layers above the floors in rooms 1 and 2 potentially will confirm this). 
 
2.2.4 Post-Roman activity 
 

A general stony layer (2008)/(2105) sealed the Roman remains in Trench 2. Similar layers elsewhere 
on the site produced medieval pottery and it is likely that this deposit is the result of ploughing long 
after the building had been abandoned and robbed (plough marks were observed outside the 
building - [2022 / 2024]). 

 
A ditch [2108] along the outer wall of the building cannot have been intended to rob building stone, 
though its original function remains uncertain.  
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Three trenches from the 1964 excavations were recorded, including the large ‘cross trench’ [2002], 
and smaller trenches to the SW ([2004] and [2006]). Trench 2 was sealed by humic subsoil and topsoil 
/ turf (2001 / 2002) (the latter was significantly deeper at the NE end of trench near to the animal 
shed, which probably explains why the mosaic in room 1 survived in this area). 
 
2.3 TRENCH 3 

2.3.1 Overview 

 
Trench 3, 10 m long and 3.5 m wide, was located to the south of the mosaic room and oriented 
parallel to it. The trench was intended to investigate the long wall discovered in 2021, to examine if 
it was part of a building (perhaps related to the room with the Chi-Rho mosaic), or a boundary, and 
to confirm the nature of the surfaces to either side.  
 
2.3.2 Roman activity 
 

Trench 3 produced evidence for possibly two phases of building construction and/or occupation. The 
earliest comprised an area of unmortared medium-sized, roughly cut limestones packed vertically, 
or on their sides, in the northern corner of the trench (3037). The straight edge to these stones was 
clearly demarcated on the SW side (as well as less certainly on the SE side), indicating that they had 
been laid within a cut of some kind (almost certainly dug from the original ground level). The similarity 
of these stones to the footings of the later wall in Trench 3 and those observed from the Roman 
building in Trench 2, suggests that they were also footings for a wall, or platform of some kind, that 
was subsequently reduced to ground level. 
 

 

Figure 16 Trench 3. Stone footings (3037) from NW 
 
If the stones are wall footings, it is possible that it would have been a continuation of the internal 
dividing wall in the mosaic room that separated the so-called ‘antechamber’ (with the central panel 
showing Bellerophon), from the main room. The packed-stone feature, however, must have been at 
least 1.0 m wide, making it broader than the other Roman wall footings observed elsewhere on the 
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site, in which case the stones might have been part of the foundations for a platform, or some other 
kind of structure. 
 
A second wall in the centre of Trench 3 had been partially observed in the 2021 evaluation season’s 
Trench 1. This was on a NW-SE alignment and the evaluation showed that its foundations were 
bonded with the foundations of the mosaic room’s end-wall (on its SE side). 
 

 

Figure 17 Trench 3. Wall (3020) from SE 
 
The wall’s footings (3019) consisted of unmortared medium-sized roughly cut limestones packed into 
the 0.8 m wide foundation trench [3024] cut from the original ground level (the same method was 
used in the construction of the Roman building in Trench 2, though it is uncertain if these stones were 
one or more layers thick). A single course of large roughly-cut and dressed limestone blocks (3020) 
sat on top of the footings (the SW face was made of larger blocks than the NE face), above which 
were the remnants of a narrower faced course of smaller and squarer well-dressed limestone blocks, 
offset by c. 0.2 m in from the wider course’s outer edge beneath. Neither the lower nor the narrower 
upper courses were mortared and, instead, the wall seems to have been bonded with soil mixed with 
small limestone pieces. 
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Figure 18 Trench 3 looking NE. Wall (3020) in centre of trench, with cobbled surfaces 
(3040/3042/3043) to the SW, and cobbled surface (3038) and drain (3031)  to the NE 

 
Stone surfaces were found to either side of wall (3020). The area to the SW of the wall consisted of 
packed medium and some larger limestone cobbles and roughly-hewn blocks, many of which were 
rounded and showed evidence for heavy wear. This surface had been patched or re-laid on numerous 
occasions (3040/3042/3043), and two areas of the stone surface immediately adjacent to southern 
face of wall (3020) consisted of very large limestone blocks that survived at a higher level than the 
main cobbled surface (3039/3044). It is suggested that these indicate the presence of a passageway 
through the wall, the use of which wore away the original surface on this side that was then raised 
to create a step down from the opening in the wall. The cobbles and stones on the SW side of wall 
(3020) are reminiscent of an external surface that was designed to deal with heavy traffic. 
 
The surface NE of wall (3020) comprised worn medium and smaller limestone cobbles and cut blocks 
(3038), set into a clean sandy bedding layer (3045). There was no evidence that the surface had been 
repaired or re-laid and the bedding layer sealed the possible wall / platform footings (3037) in the 
north corner of the trench. A stone-lined drain or culvert (3031) in surface (3038) entered the trench 
from its NE end and headed directly for wall (3020), before curving gradually to the SE and exiting 
the trench obliquely to the wall. The drain was stone-lined (3032) and it is likely that it was covered 
with capping stones, one of which was found slumped into the drain (3033). The cobbles and stones 
NE of the wall were noticeably smaller than those to the SE, and also somewhat less worn. It is 
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uncertain if the surface covered an external or an internal area (though the presence of the drain 
might indicate that it functioned as a floor inside a structure of some kind). 
 
2.3.3 Destruction and robbing 
 

A variety of mixed deposits containing building debris was found across Trench 3. These layers, 
derived most probably from the destruction of the wall (3020) and / or adjacent buildings, were 
thicker NE of the wall (3016) than to the SW (3018), but all contained quantities of burnt clay and 
chunks of pinkish plaster (also possibly burnt). 
 
The relationship between the destruction deposits and the robber trench [3012] for the main wall 
[3020] was unclear, but the fact that the robber trench’s fill also contained burnt clay suggests that 
the wall had been standing when the destruction occurred (which might have occurred over an 
extended period of time rather than a single event). 
 
2.3.4 Post-Roman activity 
 

A mixed stony deposit (3010/3011) sealed the destruction layers in the trench, which to the NE of 
robbed wall (3020) was cut by a ditch [3021/3025]. The V-shaped ditch was 1 m wide at the top and 
it cut through the earlier destruction layers (3016), as well as the underlying stone surface (3038).  
 
Subsoils (3027) were cut by a trench [3009] for the modern iron water pipe (3008), which is visible in 
photographs of the mosaic’s excavation in 1963. Parts of three trenches from the 1964 excavation 
season were also located in Trench 3: [3005], [3007] and [3014]. The ends of trenches [3005] and 
[3007] were perpendicular to the mosaic room and parallel to the wall (3020), and were separated 
by a c. 1 m gap that coincided with the course of ditch [3021/3025] (suggesting perhaps that the ditch 
existed in some form in the 1960s, perhaps as a hedge or fence). These trenches appear on the plans 
of the 1964 season, although [3014] does not despite it having been lined with plastic sheeting and 
backfilled with sand (perhaps it was excavated in 1965). Modern topsoil and turf (3001) sealed Trench 
3. 
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2.4 FINDS AND ENVIRONMENTAL REMAINS 

 

The excavation produced a remarkably limited assemblage of 95 Registered Artefacts, of which 60 
are coins (Table 1). Trench 2 produced the most finds overall, which is probably related to the fact 
that this trench was the largest, although the number of coins from Trench 1 is also significant. Table 
2 summarises the Roman coins prior to assessment and cleaning. 
 

Table 1  Overview of Registered Artefacts 

 Trench 1 Trench 2 Trench 3 Total 

COINS 29 21 10 60 

GLASS 2 6 4 12 

COPPER ALLOY 0 6 1 7 

WORKED STONE 1 3 2 6 

IRON 0 4 1 5 

LEAD 1 2 0 3 

WORKED BONE 0 2 0 2 

TOTAL 33 44 18 95 

 
 

Table 2  Summary of Roman Coins 

Date Issue Period Coins# 

AD 41-317 1-15 - 

317-330 16 2 

330-348 17 11 

348-364 18 18 

364-378 19 4 

378-388 20 - 

388-402 21 4 

Sub-total 39 

late 3rd-4th c. 19 

4th c. 2 

Total 60 

 

 

The excavation also produced just over 77 kg of artefacts classed as Bulk Finds and their distributions 
between the trenches is shown on Table 3. This is a small assemblage of material for a high status 
late Roman site in southern Britain and the absence of CBM, in particular, is noteworthy. Significant 
concentrations of Bulk Finds from the trenches include: 

• Trench 1: oyster shell (85% of total), bulk iron and slags (100%, though likely to include much 
modern material), glass (37%) 

• Trench 2: CBM and stone roof slates (86%), tesserae(91%), painted plaster (97%), animal bone 
(67%) 

• Trench 3: bulk lead (100%) 
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Table 3  Overview of Bulk Finds 

 Trench 1 Trench 2 Trench 3 Total 

CBM (g) 357 22952 3277 26586 

 1% 86% 12%  
STONE ROOF SLATES (g) 1109 20937 2423 24469 

 5% 86% 10%  
TESSERAE (#) 14 1119 103 1236 

 1% 91% 8%  
PAINTED PLASTER (g) 0 1547 41 1588 

 0% 97% 3%  
POTTERY (g) 1214 4767 2406 8387 

 14% 57% 29%  
ANIMAL BONE (g) 665 2895 754 4314 

 15% 67% 17%  
OYSTER SHELL (g) 6102 911 162 7175 

 85% 13% 2%  
IRON NAILS (g) 555 1407 898 2860 

 19% 49% 31%  
LEAD BULK (g) 0 0 357 357 

 0% 0% 100%  
GLASS (g) 25 40 2 67 

 37% 60% 3%  
IRON BULK (g) 68 0 0 68 

 100% 0% 0%  
SLAGS (g) 13 0 0 13 

 100% 0% 0%  
CLAY PIPE (#) 1 3 1 5 

 20% 60% 20%  
 

8 bulk soil samples were taken from deposits in Trenches 1, 2 and 3, for radiocarbon dates and 
environmental remains. The selection and sampling for the latter was carried out in accordance with 
Historic England’s Environmental Archaeology: A guide to the theory and practice of methods, from 
sampling and recovery to post-excavation (HE 2011). 
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3. DISCUSSION 

 
The 2022 excavation trenches generated important new insights regarding the archaeological 
remains at Hinton St Mary. The main results are discussed below against the project’s stated 
objectives. 
 
3.1 REVIEW OF EXCAVATION OBJECTIVES 
 

3.1.1 Recover information that will enhance the current state of knowledge of the nature and 
function of buildings and other Roman-period structures 

 
Trench 3 confirmed that the room with the Chi-Rho mosaic was connected to a wide boundary wall 
(3020), extending to the SE. It is uncertain how long this wall was, or if there was a corresponding 
wall on the opposite side of the mosaic room, but it seems most likely that it enclosed a compound 
or precinct of some kind (though if the mosaic room was in the middle of the wall or towards a corner 
is not known at this stage). Furthermore, Trench 1 demonstrated that the narrow SW end of the 
mosaic room faced onto open ground and was not connected to another building as had been 
previously thought. There is no evidence that the mosaic room was accessed from its SE or SW sides, 
in which case it seems unlikely that the smaller part of the mosaic room, decorated with the 
Bellerophon panel, could have functioned as an ’antechamber’ to the main room. 
 
The heavily worn cobbled surface on the SW side of the boundary wall in Trench 3, had been patched 
and re-laid on a number of occasions and was almost certainly an external yard surface. The cobbled 
surface on the other (NE) side of the wall was similar in many ways, but was less worn, had not been 
re-laid, and seems to have been less intensively used. The presence of a covered drain in the NE 
surface perhaps indicates that this area was inside a building or structure of some kind, of which the 
mosaic room could have been part, although it is equally possible that it was also an external surface. 
 
A rectangular freestanding building, oriented NE-SW, is now known to have stood c. 8 m SW of the 
mosaic room. The northernmost 10 m of this building was revealed in Trench 2 and it consisted of a 
range of rooms 4.7 m wide, with a narrow corridor or portico on its SE side facing onto an open yard. 
The end room (room 1) was decorated with a damaged mosaic floor with a wide white and black 
border and a central panel of finer tesserae, while the adjacent room was provided with a hard 
mortar floor. Fragments of plaster from rooms 1 and 2 indicate their walls were painted. The 1996 
resistivity survey suggests this building was at least c. 34 m long and, if it had been divided into rooms 
of equal sizes like room 1, it would have included 6 or 7 rooms (Trench 6 excavated during the 2021 
evaluation season was probably located towards the opposite end of this building and some of the 
features it revealed are continuations of the long building’s foundation trenches and footings 
identified in 2022’s Trench 2 (e.g., (6023), [6008]/(6007) and (6015)). It is likely that the long building 
was constructed on a series of terraces in order to overcome the natural gradient downwards to the 
SW. 
 
There was no sign that mortar had been used in the construction of any of the walls revealed in the 
2022 trenches, or their footings. Only very small quantities of roof tile fragments were recovered and 
it is more likely that the Roman buildings were roofed with locally-sourced stone slates (or perhaps 
shingled or thatched). 
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3.1.2 Recover information that will enhance the current state of knowledge of the date of the 
buildings’ / structures’ construction, use and abandonment 

 
Preliminary examination of the pottery and coin assemblages indicates that the site was first 
occupied some time after 300, when the long building was constructed (and also possibly the mosaic 
room). The coin list suggests that the building(s) were erected probably closer to 330-340 and it is 
Trench 1 produced a noteworthy concentration of coins of the usurpers Magnentius and Decentius 
(350-353). Of the 39 provisionally identified coins from the excavation, 8 are these usurpers’ issues 
(representing almost half of the coins struck between 348 and 364), most of which came from the 
base of the terrace in Trench 1 (and which could be a dispersed hoard). 
 
The ceramic and numismatic evidence both also indicate that the buildings were in use at least until 
the very end of the fourth century. The coin list includes a minimum of 4 issues of the House of 
Theodosius (struck between 388 and 402), that almost certainly circulated into the first decades of 
the 5th century in southern Britain, while the pottery assemblage contains sherds of Black-burnished 
1 vessels with oblique lattice decoration, which are believed to have been in production c. 390-
430/450 (Gerrard 2004). 
 
Three bulk soil samples, collected from abandonment / destruction deposits overlying the floors in 
rooms 1 and 2 in the rectangular building, contain charcoal samples suitable for radiocarbon dating. 
 
3.1.3 Recover information that will enhance the current state of knowledge of the local 

environment in the Roman period 
 
Four of the 8 bulk soil samples were collected during the 2022 season to recover environmental 
evidence from the site. All four produced charred plant remains with occasional charred grains, snails, 
as well as small mammal and bird bones. These have the potential, combined with the environmental 
remains from samples gathered in 2021, to provide new information on the character of the local 
environment at Hinton St Mary in the Roman period. 
 
3.1.4 Review the significance of the archaeological remains included in the Scheduled 

Monument 
 
The archaeological remains encountered in the 2021 and 2022 trenches show that Painter’s 
reconstruction of the plan of the buildings (FIG. 5) is incorrect and needs to be reconsidered. For 
almost 60 years, it has been believed that the mosaic decorated the floor of a room in the centre of 
a large ‘villa’ building, consisting of an imposing main range (the domestic quarters), and 2 ‘wings’ 
enclosing a large courtyard. It is now clear, however, that the room with the famous mosaic was not 
in the centre of a long building and, instead, it could have been at the end of a building or stood 
alone, perhaps with an open paved area in front and around it. 
 
Neither is there any evidence for 2 ‘wings’ around a central courtyard. A separate long rectangular 
building was erected in the vicinity of the mosaic room (c. 8 m apart) and extending downslope at 
almost 90° to it. This consisted of a simple range of rooms, the northernmost of which was provided 
with a mosaic floor, and a corridor or portico facing onto a large open yard-like area. 
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These buildings are of very great importance for the study of the Roman period and the earliest 
Christian communities in Roman Britain. 
 
3.1.5 Review the setting of the Scheduled Monument, which is currently impacted negatively by 

the unsupervised construction of the corrugated outbuilding, as well as a large rubbish-
filled hole 

 
The corrugated outbuilding was probably erected in the late 1960s or early 1970s and the 2022 
excavation has confirmed that its unsupervised construction did not lead to extensive damage of the 
underlying archaeological remains close to the Chi-Rho mosaic. The digging of post-holes for the five 
metal supports of the building’s frame is likely to have caused only limited harm, while the Roman 
and later deposits had been sealed by large quantities of soil brought in to raise and level the 
building’s interior.  
 
What remained of the 1965 trench to lift the Chi-Rho mosaic was filled with a large quantity of 
domestic debris and garden waste. This was emptied and backfilled with soil from the nearby 
archaeological trenches, before being levelled. In addition, large quantities of animal dung that had 
filled the corrugated outbuilding were removed and its interior was also levelled prior to the close of 
the 2022 season. This area of the property is once again in use, this time for the owner’s horses, while 
the adjoining garden area was cleared of much unwanted growth, including hedges, saplings and 
bushes. 
 
The SM’s setting is now considerably improved as a result of this clearance and conservation work, 
although future deterioration in the condition of the SM’s immediate surroundings is likely without 
a plan to mitigate this risk. 
 
3.1.6 Train undergraduate archaeologists in practical skills and offer opportunities for 

volunteers and schoolchildren to take part in, and learn from, the archaeological fieldwork 
 
Nine undergraduate archaeologists from Cardiff University attended the 4-week excavation in 2022, 
for whom this was an assessed placement. A further 11 volunteers joined the excavation, some for a 
week or two, while several stayed for the duration of the season. Fieldwork training for student 
archaeologists and volunteers was delivered by professional staff from Albion Archaeology, focusing 
on the key skills of digging, recording and surveying, as well as collective working, problem solving 
and public engagement. Students and volunteers benefitted from working with professional 
archaeologists and the excavation was featured in the Autumn 2022 issue of CIfA’s The Archaeologist 
magazine as an example of effective academic and commercial collaboration (‘‘Bridging the gap’ at 
Hinton St Mary: a collaborative project in North Dorset’ by Matevz Groselj, Mike Luke and Kathy 
Pilkinton). 
 
The project also welcomed 33 pupils from 4 classes at Yewstock School in Sturminster Newton 
(Yewstock is a day community school for children from North Dorset with a range of learning 
difficulties and special educational needs), who came along for afternoons of trowelling, sieving, 
metal detecting and pot washing. Opportunities to take part in archaeological excavations are all too 
rare, especially for children such as those attending Yewstock School 
(www.yewstock.dorset.sch.uk/). 
  

http://www.yewstock.dorset.sch.uk/
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3.2 CONCLUSIONS 
 

As the previous section demonstrates, the 2022 research and training excavation at Hinton St Mary 
successfully achieved all its stated aims and objectives. 
 
Much more is now known about this part of the settlement at Hinton St Mary in the Roman period: 

• The room with the Chi-Rho mosaic does not seem to have been connected to other rooms, 
or buildings, on its SW and SE sides; 

• The SE corner of the room with the Chi-Rho mosaic was connected to a boundary wall, which 
separated two cobbled surfaces (1 certainly an external area, the other only possibly so); 

• A long rectangular building was located some 8 m to the SW of the mosaic room. Its simple 
plan included a range of rooms c. 34 m long, with a portico or corridor facing out onto a 
cobbled area to the SE. A mosaic covered the northern end room’s floor, while the next room 
was provided with a hard mortar floor; 

• The excavation produced a very small finds assemblage for a high status late Roman site in 
southern Britain; 

• There was no occupation at the site before c. 300 and the coins suggest the Roman buildings 
were constructed and occupied from c. 330-340. 

• The concentration of coins of Magnentius and Decentius is noteworthy. In 352, Magnentius 
introduced a large bronze denomination whose reverse bore the legend SALVS DD NN AVG 
ET CAES around a large Christogram. Unusually, the obverse bust showed the usurper 
without the imperial diadem crown and it has been suggested that the figure in the centre of 
Hinton St Mary’s Chi-Rho mosaic could have been Magnentius. 

• Occupation seems to have continued until at least the end of the fourth century. For how 
long afterwards people carried on using the buildings is uncertain, but the BM’s initiative to 
obtain radiocarbon dates from layers above the surviving Roman floors will potentially 
provide an answer. 

 
Despite this significant progress in terms of generating new, more reliable, knowledge about Roman 
Hinton St Mary, much remains unknown and our understanding of the site is less well advanced. We 
do not know, for instance: 

• the plan of the Roman remains at Hinton St Mary, or if the settlement should be considered 
a Romano-British ‘villa’; 

• if the room with the Chi-Rho mosaic was connected to other rooms, or buildings, on its NW 
and NE sides; 

• how people would have entered, or used, the 2 parts of the mosaic room; 

• the extent of the area enclosed by the boundary wall, or where on the enclosed area’s 
boundary the mosaic room was located (in the centre or towards a corner?); 

• how the long rectangular building was used (though the difference between floor of the two 
excavated rooms suggest multiple uses and functions); 

• the extent of the cobbled area between the boundary wall in the NE (in Trench 3) and the 
long rectangular building in the NW (in Trench 2). Evaluation trenches excavated in 2021 
indicate an extensive open cobbled area, intersected with drains and possibly buildings too; 

• when the buildings went out of use and under what circumstances. 

• the religious and historical context of the Chi-Rho mosaic; 
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Prof. Keith Wilkinson (University of Winchester), carried out a Ground Penetrating Radar survey 
during the excavation (also included in the training programme), the results of which potentially will 
provide answers to some of the remaining questions about Hinton St Mary in the Roman period. 
Other important questions, however, require another targeted excavation, particularly around the 
mosaic room and also in the extensive open area in the centre of the scheduled area, which the 
British Museum has proposed for 2023. 
 

4. ARCHIVES AND DISSEMINATION 

 
The site code is DHSM22, for Dorset Hinton St Mary 2022. The excavation archive (physical and 
digital) has been transferred to The British Museum. 
 
Provisional identification of the finds and environmental assemblages has already begun and will 
continue after the final season in 2023 is completed. This will contribute to a formal assessment 
report for the excavation project, including recommendations for further cleaning and conservation 
of artefacts, as well as lists of Bulk Finds groups that should be retained or discarded. A new OASIS V 
record will be created after the conclusion of the post-excavation stage of the project (the OASIS ID 
number for 2021’s archaeological evaluation is: barbican1-503200. 
 
Short articles about the 2022 excavation season have been published in CIfA’s The Archaeologist 
magazine and the Hinton St Mary community’s newsletter, The Mosaic. Other articles and summaries 
will be published in Britannia, the British Museum Magazine, Epistula (Roman Society eNewsletter) 
and ARA News (the Association for Roman Archaeology’s newsletter). 
 
Presentations about the ongoing archaeological research at Hinton St Mary have been given to the 
CIfA Annual Conference, East Dorset Antiquarian Society, Bath and Counties Archaeological Society 
and the Association for the Study and Preservation of Roman Mosaics. 
 

5. EXCAVATION TEAM 

 

Thirty people took part in the 2022 excavation: 
 

Directors Peter Guest Vianova Archaeology 
 Richard Hobbs The British Museum 
 Mike Luke Albion Archaeology 

Site Supervisors Kathy Pilkinton Albion Archaeology 
 Matevz Groselj Albion Archaeology 

Finds Supervisor Chris Waite Independent 

Assistant Supervisor Finn Elmore Independent 

Factotum Steve Waite Independent 

Metal detectorist Archie Gillespie Independent 

Geophysicist Keith Wilkinson University of Winchester 

Students Richard Berry Cardiff University 

 Camille Jones Cardiff University 
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 Madison Jones Cardiff University 
 Jonathon Joyner  Cardiff University 
 Grace Slattery Cardiff University 
 Toby Steward Cardiff University 
 Chloe Winkworth Cardiff University 
 Liang Yang Cardiff University 

 Qiaowen Zheng Cardiff University 

Volunteers Charlotte Annereau  

 Elizabeth Guest  

 Michael Guest  

 Chris Patterson Albion Archaeology 

 Leah Reynolds  

 Fin Stanbridge University of Bristol 

 Jamie Stuart  

 Tierney Tudor  

 Harry Twining Oxford Archaeology 

 Rebecca Whelan  

 Kieran Williamson-Coates  

 
 

 
 

Figure 19 The Hinton St Mary 2022 Excavation Team 
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